Online, Mobile, Network & Physical - Securing the Spectrum
Credit Unions should be focused on building a comprehensive, layered security model that addresses the security requirements for each of these channels: online, mobile, network and physical. With a layered security
model, the weakness in one control is compensated by the strength of another control. Even more critical is the
need for a single administrative console. This allows for centrally-managed and integrated security across all of
these channels, which prevents having to solve each independently. This could not only result in the administrative effort to manage multiple, incongruent security silos for each channel, but also an inconsistent experience
for end users. Ultimately, the strategy chosen should be derived based on the credit union's risk assessment
process, to understand where the greatest amount of exposure exists for its members.
Building and maintaining an layered security model is a continuously evolving effort. The concept of layered
security is often described as "defense-in-depth", and relates to building a deep or elastic defense model. It
requires not only an investment in technology, but also in the people and processes. Credit unions are no different than other financial institutions, in that, they must evaluate and prioritize their security efforts based on the
results of their risk assessment process. Additionally, credit unions should be establishing risk profiles for their
various 'types' of members. For example, higher risk
members with larger account balances who have entiJay McLaughlin
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should have additional security controls in place to offer
further protection.
The same is true for each channel. Understanding the
risks and exposure that each channel presents to the
credit union and its members should drive the process of
prioritizing competing initiatives. Q2ebanking's platform
can be leveraged to query cross-channel data and analytics, which can then be used to make more informed,
strategic decisions about your ebanking channels, fraud
statistics and member behavior.
Q2ebanking's next-generation, single platform approach
to electronic banking enables your credit union to provide the latest ebanking products and services - securely - across online, mobile, tablet or voice. The Q2ebanking platform architecture offers integrated security measures across all delivery channels, regardless of the endpoint or device that your members are using for their
banking. The common-platform integration allows
updates to any fraud configuration changes across all
channels, which may be required as a result of a changing threat landscape threats or the periodic reviews recommended in FFIEC's guidances. The key to successfully maintaining a secure environment is vigilance,
ongoing education and taking advantage of the various
technology tools available. Q2ebanking provides those
tools to its customers.
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